Federated search is not about searching. Not for your researchers, educators and students anyway.

To them, it's all about finding. Finding the right article, essay, or paper, the relevant reference, report or data, as simply and swiftly as possible. No matter where the content might originate from, whichever world-leading publishing source your field requires, be it scientific, technical, medical, or educational, MuseKnowledge™ Search can find it for you.
Imagine receiving real-time access to the most relevant research in your field of study as soon as it’s available anywhere, through just one search on your device.

Picture having the world’s leading scientific, technical, medical, and educational resources instantly accessible and right at your fingertips through one easy-to-use application. MuseKnowledge™ Solutions support you in empowering your researchers, educators and students with the knowledge and information they need to innovate and excel.

**ACCESS**

MuseKnowledge™ Search weaves the richest research and learning content into a custom, combined knowledge collection designed to support your e-learning community.

Because your researchers, educators and students deserve access to any resource they require, from any publisher, MuseKnowledge™ Search gives you the freedom to choose the content that will comprise your collections, from wherever it may originate.

**FREEDOM**

How does MuseKnowledge™ Search deliver the most wide ranging and relevant research and learning content all in one place? We employ our leading edge federated search technology that has powered the portals and search systems of thousands of institutions worldwide for over 15 years.

MuseKnowledge™ Search ensures that all of the content in your custom knowledge collection is current, and is constantly updated in real-time. That’s because MuseKnowledge™ Search was designed with the understanding that content sources change and publisher delivery mechanisms update, so our federated search technology has in-built automation and expert engineers that powerfully support this dynamic environment.

**EASE**

With an ever-growing number and type of research, education and learning resources available from a range of world-leading publishers, access to content can be complicated - different publisher systems, separate sign-on procedures, diverse displays. MuseKnowledge™ Search is built to take care of these complexities for you, so that your researchers, educators and students receive the benefits of today's rich information landscape, and not the burdens.
Imagine receiving real-time access to the most relevant research in your field of study as soon as it's available anywhere, through just one search on your device. Picture having the world's leading scientific, technical, medical, and educational resources instantly accessible and right at your fingertips through one easy-to-use application. MuseKnowledge™ Solutions support you in empowering your researchers, educators, and students with the knowledge and information they need to innovate and excel.

**FREEDOM**
MuseKnowledge™ Search weaves the richest research and learning content into a custom, combined knowledge collection designed to support your e-learning community. Because your researchers, educators, and students deserve access to any resource they require, from any publisher, MuseKnowledge™ Search gives you the freedom to choose the content that will comprise your collections, from wherever it may originate.

**POWER**
How does MuseKnowledge™ Search deliver the most wide-ranging and relevant research and learning content all in one place? We employ our leading edge federated search technology that has powered the portals and search systems of thousands of institutions worldwide for over 15 years.

MuseKnowledge™ Search ensures that all of the content in your custom knowledge collection is current, and is constantly updated in real-time. That's because MuseKnowledge™ Search was designed with the understanding that content sources change and publisher delivery mechanisms update, so our federated search technology has in-built automation and expert engineers that powerfully support this dynamic environment.

**EASE**
With an ever-growing number and type of research, education, and learning resources available from a range of world-leading publishers, access to content can be complicated - different publisher systems, separate sign-on procedures, diverse displays. MuseKnowledge™ Search is built to take care of these complexities for you, so that your researchers, educators, and students receive the benefits of today's rich information landscape, and not the burdens.
TYPES OF CONTENT SOURCES

With no limits to the number, type or location of digital resources and content collections you can include with Muse Knowledge Search, you are free to create discovery tools and experiences that align with the specific needs of your user communities.